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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Under which of the following conditions may a registered
representative of a firm that is an underwriter of
a new offering of common stock send to a client a copy of the
firm's research report on that stock?
A. if his firm is not the managing underwriter
B. if he has permission of his employer
C. under no circumstances
D. if it is accompanied by a red herring
Answer: C
Explanation:
under no circumstances. The representative may send the red
herring but not a research
report of his firm.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option E
E. Option B
Answer: E
Explanation:
The question states: "You need to verify application
performance from different locations". The question is not
asking you to determine WHY the application is slow, it's
asking you to 'measure' the performance from different
locations.
Endpoint Monitoring monitors your server with HTTP Get requests
from locations that you choose.
References:
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/web-si
tes-monitor/#webendpointstatus
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/documentation/articles/app-in
sights-web-monitor-performance/

NEW QUESTION: 4
What can process standardization reduce?
A. image cloning time
B. hardware costs
C. number of images
D. manual Interactions
Answer: D
Explanation:
Reference:
https://books.google.co.in/books?id=LaeXBgAAQBAJ&amp;pg=PA283&a
mp;lpg=PA283&amp;dq=What+
can+process+standardization+reduce?+manual+Interactions&amp;sou

rce=bl&amp;ots=G04mqvXW
_E&amp;sig=7fm3U7BEIo7JrtcO83Xr2sMTlS0&amp;hl=en&amp;sa=X&amp;e
i=gQ8kVYnROsazuASky4LgBQ
&amp;ved=0CCIQ6AEwAQ#v=onepage&amp;q=What%20can%20process%20sta
ndardization%20r educe%3F%20manual%20Interactions&amp;f=false
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